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RESPICIO ON BORDALLO’S CONGRESSIONAL ADDRESS 
 
(Hagåtña, Guam) – The Legislature’s Majority Leader and Federal Affairs Chairman, Senator 
Rory J. Respicio, issues the following statement in response to Congresswoman Madeleine Z. 
Bordallo’s Congressional Address: 
 
“Congresswoman Bordallo assured our people that a new day is coming – one that brings a 
positive outlook and renewed energy. Bordallo’s address was very comprehensive and touched 
on the long list of federal-territorial issues that are pressing for our community.   
 
Bordallo acknowledged that the initial military buildup plans were unrealistic, and the stalled 
buildup is by no means a result of the actions or reactions of the Legislature or the Calvo 
Administration.  But she assures us that a new day is coming to progress with the buildup.  She 
recognized today’s long overdue impaneling of the Guam First Commission and how this will 
be the vehicle to speak with one voice.  
 
I agree that our community rises above party lines when it comes to the issues involving our 
federal-territorial relations. While in any family, village or community, there has always been a 
time where rifts are made between people or groups, but the roots of our culture have survived 
all of our history – and the root of forgiveness is no exception.   
 
Bordallo quotes her former running mate, Governor Carl Gutierrez: “Let us now, set aside past 
disagreements and try to help our people.  Let us use our energies to be positive.  Forget about 
the anger and the conflict of the past.  I say let’s clear the slate, start all over and let’s all try to 
do what’s best for our people – all our people!”  She ends, “and I agree with him.”  
 
I think that kitchen tables across our island are filled with political speak on a daily basis, most 
notably reflecting on past differences. I congratulate the Congresswoman, and commend her for 
her frankness to initiating these family discussions and to start the healing within our 
community.” 
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